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FP ATS-9800

FP ATS-8000

FP ATS-9600

FP ATS-8900

FP ATS-9900

Tabbing/labeling
systems
USPS® Compliant

FP ATS-309

tabbing/labeling
Automate your mailing operations with time-saving labeling, tabbing, and stamping technology. FP‘s complete selection of tabbing,
labeling, and stamping systems ensures you‘ll find the right machine for your business, so you save time and money. And, with these
mail sealing systems, you can take advantage of Shape-Based Pricing postal discounts whily applying labels and tabs to your mail
pieces with ease and efficiency. Every model boasts three critical “must-haves“ in mail sealing systems: incredible speed, versatility
to accomodate a range of materials, and durability and toughness for long-life operation.

FP ATS-8000
The fixed-speed, single tabber gives you all the advantages and cost savings
of high-speed tabbing in one compact and economical unit. Every tab paper, translucent, or clear - is a tight, secure seal, which helps to meet
USPS® requirements. Its exceptionally large 17.0“ material width capacity is
unmatched in the industry.

system specifications                                                                ATS-8000
Speed
Media size
Media thickness

12,000 pieces/hr. (8.5“ tri-folds)
3.0“ to 17.0“ (L) x 5.0“ to 11.0“ (W)
up to 5/32“

Tab size

1 1/4“ to 1 1/2“ (standard tabs)

Reel capacity

up to 10.0“ diameter (3.0“ core)

Dimensions

25.0“ (W) x 15.5“ (D) x 22.0“ (H)

Weight
Electrical cycle
Duty cycle

40 lbs.
120 VAC 50/60 Hz

SPECIAL FEATURES
▶
▶
▶
▶

Tab sensitivity control adjusts for density in tab/wafer seals
Accepts rolls of up to 5,000 tabs
Feeder utilizes integrated bottom feed for continuous operation
Optional CD-860 conveyor stacker and drop tray

30 million pieces or 500k pieces/month

FP ATS-309
Whether it‘s side-to-side or single tabbing, the ATS-309 tabbing machine will
make your job more productive and efficient with speeds up to 25,000 pieces
per hour. It also meets the newest postal regulations to ensure accurancy every
time.

system specifications                                                                  ATS-309
Speed

tabbing: up to 25,000 pcs. per hour
side-to-side: up to 15,000 pcs. per hour
stamping: up to 20,000 pcs. per hour

Media size
Media thickness
Number of tabs

3.5“ (W) x 5.0“ (L) to 11.0“ (W) x 15.0“ (L)

up to 1/4“
1, 2, or 3

Tab accuracy

+/- 1/16“

Reel capacity

two reels, 10“ diameter each

Dimensions
Weight
Electrical

28“ (W) x 26“ (H) x 34“ (L)
97 lbs.
110VAC 60Hz/2A

SPECIAL FEATURES
▶ Speeds up to 25,000 pcs./hour placing accurate and
tightly closed tabs

▶ Applies tabs on 2 sides of the mailpiece in a single pass
▶ Applies USPS® sensitive roll stamps
▶ Apply 1.5“ tabs side-to-side or top-to-side

Tabbing/labeling systems
FP ATS-9800
Apply one or two tabs with this pin-feed, dual tabber and get more done in
less time! This versatile and affordable model offers double-tab throughput
speeds of up to 22,000 pieces per hour on tri-folded mailers. The built-in
feeder runs a wide variety of materials up to 1/8“ thick and has a detachable
hopper so it can be used in-line.

system specifications                                                                  AJ-9800
Speed
Media size

up to 22,000 pieces per hr.
5.5“ (W) x 3.5“ (L) to 12.0“ (W) x 9.0“ (L)

Media thickness
Tab size

up to 1/8“
13/16“ (W) x 13/16“ (L) to 15/16“ (L)

Reel capacity

25,000 tab box

Tab accuracy

+/- 1/16“

Hopper capacity
Dimensions

300 tri-folded mailers
10.5“ (W) x 15.0“ (H) x 19.0“ (L)

Weight
Electrical
Duty cycle

40 lbs.

SPECIAL FEATURES
▶
▶
▶
▶

Built-in friction feeder holds up to 300 mailers
Detachable hopper enables in-line use
Complies with USPS® bulk mail regulations for folded mailers
Optional CD-860 conveyor-stacker and drop tray

110 VAC 60Hz/1A (optional 220 VAC 50 Hz/1A)
30 million pieces total or 50,000 pcs./mo.

FP ATS-8900
This multiple tabber/stamp affixer is the only machine available in its price
range that tabs 1 to 3 tabs or stamps in-line. Capable of handling medium
range production consistently, reliably, and quickly, it works at speeds of up
to 25,000 pieces per hour placing accurate and tight closed tabs. Friendly
firmware enables easy setup and smooth operation.

system specifications                                                                ATS-8900
Speed

tabbing up to 25,000 pcs./hr. (1 tab)
up to 15,000 pcs./hr. (2 tabs)
up to 10,000 pcs./hr. (3 tabs)

Reel capacity
Stamping
Media size

calculated with tri-fold 8 1/2“ x 11“
up to 8,000 pcs./hr. (#10s)
minimum 5.0“ (W) x 3.0“ (L)
maximum 17.0“ (W) x 13.0“ (L)
detachable feeder 17.0“ (W) x 12.0“ (L)

Media thickness
Tab size
Production rates
Tab accuracy
Dimensions
Weight
Electrical

up to 3/8“
3/4“ to 1 1/2“
16.0“ diameter, 20,000 1“ diameter tabs
+/- 1/16“
25.0“ (W) x 27.0“ (H) x 41.0“ (L)
70 lbs.
110 VAC 60Hz/2A

SPECIAL FEATURES
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶

Innovative side tabbing enables greater consistency
Places up to 3 tabs per piece according to USPS® regulations
In-line or built-in feeder for stand alone applications
Optional CD-860 conveyor stacker and drop tray
Optional FF-20 friction feeder

FP ATS-9900 & FP ATS-9950

fp-usa.com

Fast and versatile, these top-of-the-line, high-end tabletop labelers/tabbers
handle up to 35,000 pcs./hr. and up to three tabs in one pass. They apply clear,
translucent, or paper tabs with ease in a variety of tab sizes and can apply up to
4“ wide. An innovative side tab application allows maximum productivity simply load large tab rolls and jobs keep running.
system specifications                                                 ATS-9900/ATS-9950
Speed

single tab: up to 35,000 pcs./hr.
double tab: up to 30,000 pcs./hr.
triple tab: up to 25,000 pcs./hr.

Material size
Material thickness
Tab size

5.0“ (W) x 3.0“ (L) to 17.0“ (W) x 13.0“ (L)

up to 1/2“
minimum 3/4“ (W) x 3/4“ (L)
maximum 2“ (W) x 2“ (L)

Labels

up to 4“ wide backing paper w/
supplied wide applicator head

Roll size
Number of tabs
Tab accuracy
Dimensions

Electrical
Duty cycle

▶ Production speeds of up to 35,000 pcs./hr.; double tab

up to 19.5“ diameter (3“ core)
1, 2, or 3
+/- 1/16“

at 30,000 pcs./hr.

▶ Applies tabs, labels, or USPS® stamps one, two, or three
at a time

27“ (W) x 33“ (D) x 29“ (H) - FP ATS-9900
27“ (W) x 33“ (D) x 71“ (H) - FP ATS-9950

Weight

SPECIAL FEATURES

200 lbs.

▶ Available in a console model (FP ATS-9950)
▶ Optional CD-860 conveyor-stacker and drop tray

115VAC 50/60 Hz
120 million total or 2 million pcs./mo.

FP ATS-9600 & FP ATS-9700
Unlike most tabbers in their class that can only output paper tabs, the fast and
versatile FP ATS-9600 high-speed labeler/tabber and FP ATS-9700 labeler/tabber/
stamper affixer handle up to 25,000 pieces an hour on a typical tri-fold mailer.

system specifications                                                 ATS-9600/ATS-9700
Speed

tabbing up to 25,000 pcs./hr. (tri-folds)
labeling up to 25,000 pcs./hr. (#10)
stamping up to 8,000 pcs./hr. (#10)

Media size

minimum 3 5/8“ (W) x 5.0“ (L)
maximum 16.0“ (W) x 18.0“ (L)

Media thickness
Tab size
Hopper capacity
Dimensions
Weight
Electrical
Duty cycle

up to 5/16“ (up to 1/8“ for tabbing)
+/- 1/16“
250 #10 envelopes
16.5“ (W) x 19.0“ (H) x 18.0“ (L)
70 lbs.
110 VAC 60 Hz/2A

SPECIAL FEATURES
▶
▶
▶
▶

Top-load, friction bottom feeder for continuous operation
Optional CD-860 conveyor stacker and drop tray
Tab/label media sensor adjusts to various types of materials
Cantilevered head allows unit to run wider materials

30 million total or 500,000 pcs./mo.

FP Mailing Solutions
140 N. Mitchell Ct., Suite 200
Addison, IL 60101-5629
800.341.6052
www.fp-usa.com
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